
5 CASE BUSINESS PLAN

Government1' and the recommended business case methodology is the 5 Case Model already widely used in Health
and familiar to other government.

How does your packaging compare to your competition? It is recommended that users read this section before
crafting a business case. A more rigorous analysis of the viable options is conducted at this point in the
business case by building on the previous section's analysis. The Outcome Management Guide and Tools
provides clear direction on how outcomes are identified and managed to realization. It is clear at this point that
reaching marketing strategy objectives, calls for another tier of lower level strategies. Working capital is an
objective for the Financial Strategy, Alpha also had to make assumptions about efficiency levels in product
production, selling, and administration. It is becoming increasingly important for the board and senior
management to focus on investments that deliver true business value. There is also a much greater likelihood
of securing support to proceed with the investment. Context for this Work The key for developing a strong
business case is a fundamental understanding of how each of its elements and concepts fit together. Is it
strategically the best approach? Policy on Investment Planning - Assets and Acquired Services The objective
of this policy is to contribute to the achievement of value-for-money and sound stewardship in government
program delivery through effective investment planning. The Better Business Cases toolkit includes a menu of
alternative template tools that can be used, regardless of whether the decision being sought is for a highly
contentious and large scale programme, or for a straight-forward, non-contentious, small scale and internally
funded project. Competition How is your target market solving their problem today? Will you be advertising
online? Company and management summary Investors look for great teams in addition to great ideas. Your
solution is the product or service that you plan on offering to your customers. Market analysis and market
research If you are going to do a market analysis , start with some research. Competition Immediately
following your target market section, you should describe your competition. Lessons from Domino's and
Blackberry Both firms in the examplesâ€”Domino's and Blackberryâ€”suffered several years of declining
market share before taking action to change or adjust the strategy. Checklists look like this. About this Guide
Background The catalyst for bringing more rigour to the development of business cases stems from a
combination of several factors, including the Treasury Board Policy Suite Renewal and results outlined in
Chapter 3 of the November Auditor General Report. Your positioning statement The first part of your
marketing and sales plan is your positioning statement. The importance of the business case in the
decision-making process continues throughout the entire life cycle of an investment: from the initial decision
to proceed to the decisions made at scheduled project gates to continue, modify, or terminate the investment.
Domino's operates in the "Quick Service Restaurant" QSR industryâ€”an industry segment defined not by
restaurant menu, but instead by the words "Fast" and "Quick. The most important thing to illustrate in this
section of your business plan is how your solution is different or better than other offerings that a potential
customer might consider. Involve the Senior Responsible Officer and Engage the Audience The business case
is ready for consideration once it has been developed. Marketing and Sales Assumptions Become Target
Objectives To forecast sales revenues, Alpha made quantitative assumptions about the following: Market size.
Target market Who is your target market , or your ideal customer? Defining the problem you are solving for
your customers is far and away the most critical element of your business plan and crucial for your business
success. The reasoning for that is twofold: First, you want your business plan to be read and no one is going to
read a page or even page business plan. In New Zealand, BBC is being adopted by a growing number of
organisations, not just for capital expenditure, not just in the Public sector and not just for large scale funding
proposals. When developing a business case, the three phases are the following: Phase 1 Strategic Context;
Phase 2 Analysis and Recommendation; and Phase 3 Management and Capacity. But if you selling to other
businesses B2B , you may have a few key customers that are critical to the success of your business, or a
handful of important customers that are trend leaders in your space. Step 3: Viable Options The objective of
Step 3 is to identify the preferred option from the short list of viable options that answer the investment need
and the case for change.


